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1 of 2 review helpful Elk Hunting 201 Big Bulls By Michael J Sambasile This is an excellent follow up book to the 
101 Edition There is valuable information and essential hunting tips from binoculars and boots to rifles and scopes 
Plus Jay Houston is a valuable resource of experience and knowledge for questions and recommendations for quality 
hunts and trust worthy outfitters 2 of 4 review helpful Elk Hunting 201 Big Bulls Essentials for a Successful Hunt is 
the sequel to Jay Houston s best selling book Elk Hunting 101 A Pocketbook Guide to Elk Hunting Elk Hunting 201 
takes the reader to the next level teaching more on how to become a successful elk hunter Elk Hunting 201 introduces 
some new strategies on how and where to locate big bulls including what Jay calls Extreme Elk Hunting Like Elk 
Hunting 101 this volume is full of elk hunting stories designed Jay knows the importance of planning and hard work 
Studying his textbooks will get you an A in elk hunting Don Burgess Hunting Editor Bugle Magazine July 1 2005Elk 
Hunting 201 is an extraordinary learning tool and has something of value fo 
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